## Course: LAW 815 – International Human Rights

### Professor: Sun Kim

### Course Materials:

### First Assignment:

### Week #1: August 21

**Human rights background, principles, and sources**

**Casebook:**
- Global snapshots, pp. 3-18.
- The law of armed conflict and customary international law, pp. 58-90.
- State responsibility, pp. 90-102.
- Judgment at Nuremberg, pp. 120-135.
- Casebook Documents Supplement (“Supplement”) available online [here](http://global.oup.com/uk/orc/law/human/alston_goodman/resources/documents/) (for link see below)

**Supplement:**
- Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
- Article 38(1), Statute of the International Court of Justice.

### Additional Notes:

Supplement online link: